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Abstract. This paper aims to enrich the current understanding of data curation prevalent in
e-Science by drawing on an ethnographic study of one of the longest-running eﬀorts at longterm consistent data collection with open data sharing in an environment of interdisciplinary
collaboration. In such a context we identify a set of salient characteristics of ecological
research and data that shape the data stewardship approach of the Long Term Ecological
Research (LTER) network. We describe the actual practices through which LTER information managers attend to the extended temporal scale of long-term research and data sets both
through data care work and information infrastructure development. We discuss the issues of
long-term and continuity that represent central challenges for data curation and stewardship.
We argue for more eﬀorts to be directed to understanding what is at stake with a long-term
perspective and diﬀering temporal scales as well as to studying actual practices of data curation and stewardship in order to provide more coherent understandings of e-Science solutions and technologies.
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1. Introduction
Data issues of scientiﬁc collaboration are a key topic at the intersection of
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and e-Science. The vision
of e-Science (or Cyberinfrastructure) with interest in large-scale science carried out through distributed global collaborations brings forward the issues
of access to and sharing of scientiﬁc data collections together with the supporting technologies of networks and computing resources (Atkins et al.,
2003; UK Research Council e-Science deﬁnition, 2001). In CSCW, in turn,
collaborative data and information practices have been at the heart of research and technology development (e.g. Greif and Sarin, 1987), albeit with
science practices as only one domain of interest and more typically associated
with smaller scale collaborative settings (e.g. Birnholtz and Bietz, 2003;
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Sonnenwald, 2003; Chin and Lansing, 2004). The particular data issue of
interest in this paper, namely data curation, has only recently been put on the
e-Science agenda (Hedstrom, 2003; Lord and Macdonald, 2003; Hodge and
Frangakis, 2004; National Science Board, 2005). Data curation, embracing
‘‘the care of the record within scientiﬁc context and environment’’ (Lord and
Macdonald, 2003, p. 45), is complementary as well as critical in providing a
substrate for the successful access, sharing and (re)use of data collections,
issues that already have received extensive attention (e.g. Sterling and
Weinkam, 1990, Hilgartner, 1995; Van House et al., 1998; Helly et al., 2002;
Newman et al., 2003; Arzberger et al., 2003; Zimmerman, 2003; Jirotka
et al., 2005).
The recognized importance of data curation in e-Science relates to an
awareness of the exponentially increasing volumes of primary data in digital
form generated by automated collection of data through ‘‘next generation’’
experiments, simulations, sensors and satellites (e.g. Hey and Trefethen,
2003) that need to be archived and preserved so that they are available and
appropriate for contemporary discovery and future re-use (Lord et al., 2004).
Policy level reports in the UK (Lord and Macdonald, 2003) and in the US
(National Science Board, 2005) provide national overviews of data curation
but also more generally applicable observations of the many kinds of digital
collections requiring preservation and the wide spectrum of activities and
challenges involved. They describe the current inconsistent state and status of
the ﬁeld, where provisions for data are more advanced in basic life sciences
and ‘‘big’’ collaborative science programs. They also reveal that the deﬁnition
of data curation as well as what it comprises have not reached consensual
formulations. However, the reports have started to direct attention to data
curation at a time when research communities at large are only beginning to
build understandings of and capacities for handling data stewardship issues.
While there has recently been an upsurge in data management ‘‘lessons
learned’’ types of papers that stay true to the technical orientation of
e-Science, the actual work and full scope of data stewardship remains
unexplored. This paper presents one such account through an ethnographic
study of, and the authentic voices from, an ongoing ecology collaboration
that represents one of the longest-running eﬀorts at long-term consistent data
collection, namely the Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) program.
LTER represents a particular kind of setting for data stewardship, characterized and challenged by a long-term science perspective coupled with an
open data sharing policy of primary research data in a highly distributed
environment of interdisciplinary collaboration. Similar to what has been
found about the diversity of actual practices in relation to data access (e.g.
Hilgartner, 1995) and data sharing (e.g. Van House et al., 1998; Birnholtz
and Bietz, 2003; Zimmerman, 2003) in diﬀerent science settings, we suggest
that a variety of data curation and stewardship practices and approaches
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exist. Through the LTER account in which scientists’ quotes are marked with
‘‘S’’ and information managers’ with ‘‘IM’’, we hope to enrich the emerging
understandings of data curation and to raise some fundamental questions
relating to the diﬀerences between the LTER data stewardship approach and
the more general formulations of data curation in e-Science.
In Section 2 we describe the context and challenges of the LTER approach
to data stewardship. We ﬁrst explain the LTER network science imperatives
and then focus on the challenges involved in data sharing and stewardship.
While in favor of open data sharing, the LTER scientists’ experiences with
data sharing are inﬂuenced by what is in practice a complex social process in
which scientists have to balance diﬀerent pressures and interests (Arzberger
et al., 2003). LTER information managers, in turn, are motivated in securing
long-term data (sets) and face the challenges posed by the nature of long-term
ecological data and the complexly relational nature of data in their scientiﬁc,
organizational and technological environments. There are a dearth of studies
on actual practices of data curation and stewardship so we frequently relate
our ﬁndings with policy level reports on e-Science, cyberinfrastructure and
data curation. We aim not to provide a fully developed typology of data
curation features, rather we identify what we see as the most salient characteristics contributing to the way data stewardship is handled in LTER.
Section 3 describes in more detail some of the practices LTER information
managers employ to support the LTER network science mission. The analysis has been inspired and informed by ethnographic studies of work (e.g.
Suchman, 1995) as well as the notions of infrastructure initiated by Star and
Ruhleder (1996) and communities of practice by Lave and Wenger (1991).
We describe the practices through which information managers attend to the
extended temporal scale of long-term research and data sets, maintaining
continuity by attending both to the histories and to all the ongoing change
processes in the scientiﬁc, organizational and technological environments at
local and network levels. The LTER information managers’ experience with
data stewardship suggests care is needed both for the record and also for the
development of information infrastructure. Our analysis has been informed
by studies of technical support work and by research on so-called alternative
design approaches that create room for non-professionals in systems development and recognize the various kinds of integrations and intermediations
of design and use (e.g. Henderson and Kyng, 1991; Christiansen, 1997;
Dittrich et al., 2002; Sandusky, 2003; Kanstrup, 2005; Pipek, 2005).
In the discussion we take up aspects of the long-term and continuity
issues by relating them with CSCW and Participatory Design (PD) literatures. We discuss the possibility of enriching the prevalent technology
emphasis in e-Science through CSCW types of studies of actual data
stewardship practices in a manner more attendant to the inter-related and
continuously changing nature of technology, data care and science conduct.
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We raise the issue of balancing as a necessary method in managing some of
the unavoidably contradictory aspects of long-term data care and infrastructure work. We discuss the competency involved in data stewardship
that combines long-term data managing and information infrastructuring.
Finally, we make some observations with regard to the recent conceptual
developments within the CSCW ﬁeld pertinent to data curation and
stewardship.
We conclude by proposing that more studies of the long-term perspective
and the actual data curation and stewardship practices and their full environments are urgently needed to balance the technical overemphasis inherent
in near-term planning and with increased computing power, middleware, and
shared grid capabilities. Our goal is to consider bringing closer together the
visions of e-Science and understandings of actual practices.

2. Data sharing and stewardship in LTER
2.1.

LTER NETWORK SCIENCE DRIVERS

The Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) program was initiated by the
National Science Foundation (NSF) in 1980 to augment the more typical
ecological studies deﬁned by short-term timeframes. While ecology traditionally is concerned with observing the inter-relationship of organisms with
their biotic and abiotic habitats over short periods of time, long-term
research in ecology is essential for revealing and understanding protracted
phenomena, such as slow processes or transients, episodic or infrequent
events, and processes with major time lags (e.g. Likens, 1989). Historical
change is a key to understanding the present and anticipating the future as
well as to the formulation and testing of ecological theory (Callahan, 1984;
Magnuson, 1990).
US LTER sites – the number has grown from an initial six to the current 26
– design their own ﬁeld measurement programs, choosing a locally relevant
research focus relating to the ﬁve LTER core research areas (Hobbie et al.,
2003). Sites conduct ﬁeld, laboratory and theoretical investigations on their
particular biome where biome’s range from cold polar to hot desert regions
and from tropical rainforest to watersheds and marine systems. Each site
addresses patterns and processes that extend over local to global spatial
scales and operate on annual to decade to century time scales. For instance,
there are experiments covering a 200 point geo referenced survey of an urbandesert site (Grimm and Redman, 2004) and temporal sampling plans for a
200 year experiment on the decomposition of tree logs (Harmon et al., 1999).
Collaborative site science within the LTER with its focus on biomes
includes multiple disciplines and themes from soil chemistry to stream ﬂows
to forest ecology, each a research and management area in its own right. Such
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local work has been preparing LTER participants for the eﬀorts of federating
across site science themes: while interdisciplinary research proceeds at each
site independently, participants also join together for cross-site work. The
LTER network is organizationally federated through annual scientiﬁc
meetings, periodic ‘‘All Scientists’’ meetings, cross-community committees,
and shared experiences from working groups to review panels. In addition,
the growing attention to informatics, education, and social sciences initiates
an interdisciplinary coordination within which jointly framed questions
create new types of data needs and an arena within which data integration
can be explored. In working together under an overarching theme of the local
biome and the biome within its larger social arena, data collected for original
empirical inquiries may be pertinent to subsequent research topics that bring
together an unplanned group of related data sets.
The ‘‘nature’’ of long-term research provides new understandings of the
collection of data over regular longitudinal periods, traditionally categorized
as monitoring. Working with such data, collected at a variety of scales and
from a variety of disciplines, builds from the concept of monitoring and adds
vital temporal, spatial, and interdisciplinary data-intense perspective to
LTER biome research. Such long-term studies have brought about shifts in
understanding of research questions and have opened up scientiﬁc discussions. For instance, a study of storms and their consequent ecological disturbance in coastal regions (Hayden, 2000) contributed to a network theme
of disturbance not as an anomaly but as a natural part of an ecosystem’s
development; an investigation into the relationship between primary productivity and species richness (Waide et al., 1999) brought with it an early
understanding of data integration challenges arising from diﬀering methods
and heterogeneous data. LTER is accumulating experience interpreting longterm data sets (Hobbie et al., 2003), examples include capturing the onset and
causes of acidity in rainfall (Driscoll et al., 2001) and the revelation of a
decrease in Northern Hemisphere ice duration (Magnuson et al., 2000).
From the information management point of view, long-term science is concerned with the research need to collect and keep records of the same measurements over long periods of time. Long-term studies require data to
be recorded consistently, documented adequately, archived digitally, and
accessible electronically. Instruments, technology, and analysis methods may
change but the emphasis is on maintaining the coherence and continuity of
the record of observations over time. Long-term datasets serve as points of
engagement for multiple investigators and as entry points for both research
and data integration.
Global issues, such as biodiversity, global climate change and ecological
sustainability, encourage scaling up of research beyond the US LTER to
international collaborations and to increasingly interdisciplinary undertakings
to study complex issues of great human concern. Whereas much of traditional
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Table I. LTER Network science drivers
Type

Scope

LTER science driver

Science
Science
Science

Biome
Temporal
Spatial

Science

Social

Culture

Social

Site ecosystem research
Long-term research e.g. decadal patterns
Global research e.g. global climate change
and ecological sustainability
Collaborative research e.g. network
of sites and multi/interdisciplinary
Publicly funded research e.g. mandate
for open data access

ecology has been characterized by single investigator studies with strong ties to
data and while ecologists in general have experience with sharing data between
close associates, research directed toward environmental problem solving is
one area where data sharing has been strongly encouraged (Gross et al., 1995;
Zimmerman, 2003). Within this setting, data stewardship has inﬂuenced the
LTER network approach. It has provided a community reminder to associated researchers about the value of continuing an established measurement
series rather than abandoning them in order to support new experiments. The
value of local data stewardship is that data management understanding,
engagement, and planning for change are developing along side the scientiﬁc
understandings, so that data enriches directly and immediately scientiﬁc
research and research integration, while site and network science frames the
focus of data management activities. Table I provides an overview of LTER
Network science drivers and their scope as discussed above.
2.2.

CHALLENGES OF DATA SHARING

Sites are selected to become part of the LTER program through a competition held by NSF. After the initial competition, they no longer compete
against one another for continuation. Rather, the intellectual integrity and
coherence of a site’s development is reviewed midway through each funding
cycle and judged at the end of 6 year funding cycle through the assessment of
renewal proposals by a panel whose criteria include scientiﬁc progress as well
as the degree of cooperation. Evaluation addresses also a site’s concordance
with the NSF mandated open access policies. Since the mid 1990s, NSF has
aligned LTER funding with open access policies directed toward publicly
funded scientiﬁc and technical data (cf. Arzberger et al., 2003) and has
required each site to have primary research data available on the Internet
2 years after its collection.
The requirement to make data accessible is argued on the grounds of
public funding also within LTER: ‘‘I like the philosophy of the LTER, that
we get to do our research at the tax payers dollars and the data ultimately are
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owned by the people’’ (S). However, the accessing and sharing of data is also
a complex social process in which researchers have to balance diﬀerent
pressures and interests (ibid.). ‘‘I still think scientiﬁcally credit should be
given to those who originally gathered the data’’ (S). As experience in LTER
is gained in making data publicly accessible, scientists’ hesitation related to
data sharing is gradually shifting to a broader understanding of the ramiﬁcations of putting data online:
‘‘There was some thought of ‘somebody is going to steal my data’. But as
we thought about it more, as we gained experience, we found there is much
more to be gained by making your data publicly accessible than there is by
holding it back. [...] Although I think that there are still people that are a
little bit hesitant, I don’t think it is nearly as controversial as some of us
thought 5 or 8 years ago.’’ (S)
Improving access to and sharing of publicly funded research data is an issue
that touches on all aspects of the research enterprise and the development of
knowledge (ibid.). Thinking about ecological research solely in terms of
short-term projects or individual scientist’s careers has been changing as
scientists are challenged to share their expertise in collaborative forums and
perspectives are broadened in terms of more synthetic and longer-term
planning of the research projects:
‘‘There’s an element of a social deﬁnition of us LTER scientists: someone
who is willing to maybe not do all their research in this narrow way but to
do some of it in a true collaborative manner so that something new comes
out of it that wouldn’t come out individually.’’ (S)
Collecting and preserving long-term data for creating a data legacy is an
important element of the LTER participants’ responsibilities. Similarly with
emphases on scientists’ responsibilities as data creators (Lord and MacDonald, 2003; National Science Board, 2005), LTER scientists are encouraged to plan and prepare data for future use by providing context for their
data and documenting with metadata. For the individual researcher, the
sharing of data particularly prior to publication can be burdensome, time
consuming and unrewarding (Arzberger et al., 2003). The work of documenting data is highly problematic from the point of view of scientists:
‘‘One has to be productive, but we also have to make some investments in
the long-term. Scientists in general are sympathetic to getting a publication
out. With data documentation they realize that it will probably take them
20 or 30% more time if they actually really clean the data up, ﬁgure out
what it is and get it stored away properly. And some people don’t want to
make that investment, other people want to but haven’t eﬀectively been
able to do it, and some people do it.’’ (S)
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The need to motivate researchers in their new data challenges by appropriate
reward structures and to change the culture of the research environment to be
more supportive of data creators in conjunction with curation activities has
been recognized (e.g. Lord and MacDonald, 2003; Arzberger et al., 2003).
However, currently it continues to be a contribution to community for an
LTER scientist to take the time to make their data usable by others, particularly when there is not necessarily any immediate return anticipated on
their investment in terms of scientiﬁc merit or reusable data from elsewhere.
This is also reﬂected in scientists’ views of information management; these
views have changed over the years but there still remain a variety of expectations and priorities.
‘‘Information managers are expected to take all the messy data and get
clean and make it available to scientists. (laughter). But in a sense I think
that there is that naiveté: what’s all this money going for and what do you
get for it. [...] And they simply don’t appreciate the time and the energy
and the eﬀort required just to do the nuts and bolts maintenance. Never
mind any grandiose new stuﬀ. [...] I think the scientists come in a range of
ﬂavors. There is one ﬂavor of scientists who would like all the information
management to be totally transparent, the less they have to worry about it
and the more that they can get from it the happier they will be. And there
are some who take an interest in it and are party to proposals and eﬀorts to
both get money into the game and to make advancements in it per se.
There is a full range of expectations.’’ (S)
2.3.

CHALLENGES OF DATA STEWARDSHIP

LTER information managers share motivation for supporting long-term
data as they are aware that: ‘‘A database increases in value over time if well
maintained, even though it may lose some of the historic facts, the overall
value will increase’’ (IM) and of the inevitable data decay if data are not well
curated: ‘‘Loss of information can happen remarkably fast. We have had
anecdotes about little studies that were not properly documented. When they
attempted to go and recreate them 2 years later, no one could remember how
they had been done.’’ (IM)
LTER sites collect largely observational data (LTER data activity characteristics are summarized in Table II) that contribute to an understanding
of the local ecosystem and to central program themes. Some sites have
designated ‘‘core’’ monitoring datasets as those that will be measured and
maintained over extended periods of time, whereas some other sites have
decided to preserve all data collected on their site’s premises (cf. promotions to archive and curate extensively if not all-inclusively observational
data because it is hard to reproduce or non-reproducible, e.g. Lord and
Macdonald, 2003; National Science Board, 2005).
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Ecological research typically deals with heterogeneous data, that is small
and diverse, non-standard datasets are most common to ecology:
‘‘We have a lot of varied types of datasets. Some studies may have a ton of
records, a ‘deep database’, not a lot of diversity, but huge volumes, like
remote sensing. In ecological data in general you get much smaller databases that cover a much wider variety, ‘wide databases’. In general you are
struggling with the diversity of diﬀerent types of data. In genetics, for
example, in comparison, databases are deep but not as complex.’’ (IM)
It is the variability of ecological data that makes them particularly diﬃcult to
describe adequately enough for others to use (e.g. Zimmerman, 2003). Furthermore, ecological data sets are often extremely complex because: ‘‘missing
values, midcourse modiﬁcation of sampling or laboratory procedures, addition or deletion of study parameters, personnel turnover, plot or habitat
modiﬁcation by disturbances (natural or anthropogenic) or changing environmental conditions, and numerous other factors leading to data anomalies
are commonplace’’ (Michener et al., 1997, p. 332). The data taking itself may
diﬀer and require documentation regarding collection methodologies in
practice or new techniques deployed in the ﬁeld. Such research data require
extensive quality assurance and control before preserving them in a public
database.
Due to the long-term perspective of research, LTER data sets are under
continual change. Typical examples of ‘‘dynamic data sets’’ both accrue
annual additions and are subject to various kinds of revisions, whereas
‘‘static data sets’’ once collected are closed and need no further curation
(Lord and Macdonald, 2003, p. 52). The revisions LTER data sets face range
from ‘‘methods changing to the questions asked of datasets changing over
time’’ (IM), even to ‘‘the thoughts on why it’s being collected and should it
continue to be collected changing’’ (IM). The dynamic, ever evolving type of
datasets typical to LTER stresses the need for continuous data management:
‘‘It’s a never ending battle to really keep the information preserved over time,
especially when you are still collecting it’’ (IM). This is elaborated in
Section 3.1.
Data collecting in environmental ﬁeld science have always involved the
logistics of operating within an ‘‘outdoor laboratory’’. Coupled with this,
ecology has a history of manual data taking. The traditional hand written
ﬁeld notebook or group station log of activities creates ﬂexibility in practice
with the possibility of in-the-ﬁeld category modiﬁcations or inserted margin
notes. These unexpected reorganizations and notations represent science-inthe-making (e.g. a margin note may be an alert about a previously unnoticed
shadowing of an incubator or about an unplanned change in the equipment),
yet create challenges for structured data ﬂows and present challenges to
update while data collection continues. Extending electronic techniques into
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the ﬁeld, e.g. through use of digital notebooks, lessens post-ﬁeld data
ingestion diﬃculties but requires designing for emergent ﬁeld understandings
as well as for standardized input. New experimental techniques have started
to enter the ﬁeld, changing the conduct of ﬁeld science with automated data
collection producing new types and large volumes of data. Thus they require
a signiﬁcant amount of planning to reorganize for new data collection procedures. These may augment or update existing practices, arrangements, and
resources; they frequently require cross-calibration with previous techniques
and subsequent analysis together with existing data collections.
Traditional scientiﬁc data sharing has occurred though journals with
publication of data that has been checked, analyzed, and considered within
the context of experience and other data. In this process primary data is
transformed into derived data and synthesized data products (Lord and
Macdonald, 2003; Bowker, 2000). The LTER community decision to make
primary digital data available 2 years after collection introduced a new focus
on primary data posted online rather than on secondary and tertiary data or
summaries available in articles. This represents a signiﬁcant augmentation of
responsibilities moving from the need to understand and synthesize materials
within scientists’ career and project timeframes to requirements for contextualization and preservation of primary data for re-use over longer-term
timeframes. LTER sites are faced with deﬁning the work and data preparation to transform previously tacit, informal understandings regarding data
nomenclature, methods, context, and quality into explicit procedures incorporated into updated practices.
In the LTER network the expectations for data access have evolved from
well-curated data for site science to a focus on intersite availability, and to
open public access.
‘‘When LTER information management started, the idea was to share data
within the sites; focus was on site science, site data management, even that
was a revolutionary idea. People knowing one another, trusting one
another but more diﬃcult inter-site-wise. Since the emergence of the
Gopher technology and World Wide Web, there has been the demand to
put data online. This was a new expectation, not just that data was
managed well and documented but to be made readily available to wider
community.’’ (IM)
Open access to research data requires an extensive contribution to providing
context to data to be truly accessible for public use, and more standardized
ways of describing data are needed as is elaborated in Sections 3.2. and 3.5.,
respectively.
The nature of long-term, collaborative science provides various kinds of
uses and reuses for the collected and curated data. Long-term data deﬁes the
simplistic deﬁnition of ‘‘reuse’’ or ‘‘secondary use’’ as it entails ‘‘the use of
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data collected for one purpose to study a new problem’’ (Zimmerman, 2003,
p. 7). During its life-cycle, an individual long-term data set can have relationships with other data sets and research questions that can be very complex. First, there is the ‘‘monitoring’’ aspect of data in which records are
added annually to a dataset. Short-term data use yields a gradually developing, more informed understanding of the local ecosystem. Analysis of
annual additions in association with other long-term data sets may lead to
new hypotheses requiring more data gathering or to immediately publishable
results. An individual LTER site provides a collaborative prompt to associated investigators to think outside their individual research topics and to
integrate across investigator studies given overarching shared themes such as
the local biome. The consequent sharing of data is indeed a new use of the
data. In addition, the very planning of joint experiments or of synthesis work
is where tacit, informal, and formal data deﬁnitions, clariﬁcations, and
relations ﬁrst develop. Investigators within the LTER network are exposed
and encouraged to develop and engage with cross-site themes. Such
arrangements often encompass data considerations as well:
‘‘The encouragement to do cross-site synthetic work has been there for a
long time. A lot of the discussion in the information managers’ group is
how to facilitate that electronically. First, how do you make these
resources available on-line, then how do you make them available in such a
way that they can support cross-site research.’’ (IM)
Data integration is an important feature of data referring to the ability to
align and/or combine data. As part of the LTER ‘‘third decade synthesis’’
endeavors, community eﬀorts are focusing on data integration and data
exchange. Such eﬀorts contribute to the ability to federate or centralize data.
Both within and outside LTER, data modelers are supported when long-term
data are available. Downloads of LTER data for reuse by non-LTER scientists and the public are another type of data reuse.
Table II. LTER data activity characteristics
Activity

LTER characteristics

Data taking

Site speciﬁc ecological and social science data
Observational, largely non-reproducible data
Heterogeneous and complex data (sets)
Dynamic data sets, annually/seasonal updates
Multi-site data category building
Long-term site and network science
Open, public access to data and metadata 2 years after collection
Appropriate data structure, context and presentation for
interoperability
All reuses cannot be anticipated

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

preserving
describing
using
sharing
reusing
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3. Problematics and actual practices of data stewardship in LTER
The kinds of solutions for data stewardship that LTER information managers have developed have been inﬂuenced by a range of science drivers and
data activities described in Section 2 and summarized in Tables I and II. In
what is known as a cooperative, federated database system approach to
organizing information management in LTER (Baker et al., 2000), the site
level data stewardship consists of ongoing, retrospective–prospective data
management, intensive data contextualization and description, as well as
judicious technology design. At the same time, on the network level, information managers engage in collaborative information infrastructure and
metadata standards work.
3.1.

ONGOING DATA MANAGING WITH EXTENDED TEMPORAL HORIZON

LTER information managers attend to the various challenges posed by the
LTER data and science environment through ongoing data care activities
that range from retrospective rescue to prospective planning. The extended
temporal horizon of data managing depicted in Table III showcases past,
present, and future through quotes about how information managers recover
legacy data, attend to the ongoing maintenance of core datasets, as well as
anticipate and prepare for the future.
Perhaps the most obvious activity along the temporal horizon of the LTER
data management is attending to the ongoing data collection. Although sites
have procedures and protocols for this repeating cycle of data collection and
Table III. The extended temporal horizon of ongoing data managing in LTER
Recovering legacy
datasets

Attending to
ongoing data
collection

Designing for
the future

‘‘I was trying to document
a lot of historic stuﬀ
because the PI [principal
investigator] was coming
on with Alzheimer’s and
I knew that he was
going to retire. I had a
series of interviews with
him and I got incredible
documentation for
these early corporate
data.’’ (IM)

‘‘Getting scientists’ data into
our system from the very
beginning...whether it is to
help them with data entry
forms, setting up data entry
programs, all the way from
QA/QC programs to getting
it archived into our system
and accessible on the
internet.’’ (IM)

‘‘We envision also that we’ll
also be adding the EML
[Ecological Metadata
Language]... and sort of
often go back and forth
between whether we want
to do that from the ASCII
ﬁles or the database... but at
any rate we’ll somehow
make EML available
dynamically on the
Internet to the group at
large.’’ (IM)

Historical/legacy

Immediate/near-term

Long-term
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archive activity, ongoing data collection nevertheless requires both care and
service work on the part of information managers (cf. Star and Strauss, 1999).
This work is described in the center column quote in Table III by an information manager. New data are taken every season of ﬁeld and laboratory data
gathering. Quality analysis and control are performed together with updates
to metadata. These elements of collecting, cleaning and using the data are part
of the traditional recurrent cycles of short-term data use and publication. The
long-term perspective further necessitates careful aligning of any new data
accrued, assuring it ‘‘ﬁts’’ with and continues an existing collection. This
typically requires meticulous documentation of changes that have occurred.
Superimposed upon this is the NSF prompted and LTER enacted 2 year data
policy that requires scientists to submit their data and metadata to a local
repository. This requirement represents a new view of data: it includes a
responsibility to the site in terms of capacity for synthetic research, to the
future researchers who may ask new questions of the data, and to the public
who may use the data to inform and to frame environmental policy actions.
The ﬁrst quote in Table III gives an example of data management activities
carried out retrospectively. Here an information manager voices the excitement of having been able to recover some valuable data sets and record
additional historical context information. Eﬀorts such as this one are precious, not only to prevent the loss of a site’s particular set of continued
longitudinal studies and development of a long-term perspective, but also for
global ecological research (cf. the work of identifying valuable ecological
data sets at risk, Gross et al., 1995). Recovering the ‘‘past’’ requires extra
devotion because the potential value of a data set in the future is very diﬃcult
to evaluate (Lord and Macdonald, 2003; National Science Board, 2005).
Continuous prioritizing of what gets done with the resources available has to
be carried out as the tendency is for more acute matters to take precedence.
The prospective dimension of data management activities is captured by
the last quote in Table III where an information manager explains the need
for metadata standards as one element of designing data infrastructures for
the future. On one hand, she voices commitment to implementing standards
for the beneﬁt of the collaborative eﬀort. On the other hand, she carefully
considers how they should proceed at their site because of both the expected
highly labor-intensive undertaking and the unexplored problem area.
Designing for the future is complex: to address the problematic issues
inherent in data management, a balancing is needed of (meta)data and
technology issues and comprising activities both at local and network level
(Sections 3.3.–3.5. elaborate on this).
There are predictable elements with regard to an extended temporal
horizon of ecological data management that include the immediate-term
issues of seasonal and annual cycles of data collection, entry to databases
and preservation together with getting the metadata; the near-term issues
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of data use and publication resulting from the 2 year data policy stimulus
for scientists to submit their data and metadata; and the long-term issues
of data reuse and synthesis. The retrospective issues of recovery of valuable datasets are less predictable but may require rather urgent attention.
When and how to migrate elements of an information environment
remains uncharted territory, and often impossible to link with established
or ﬁxed time scales. Developing the juggling skill to bring together the
various time scales into a working whole involves a great deal of tacit
knowledge for prioritization and is an assumed part of an information
manager’s expertise:
‘‘When I ﬁrst started my job, I found it very diﬃcult that there would
always be some things that I thought needed to be done but I could never
get to. I kept having to do triage everyday and decide what was the most
important thing to focus on and set priorities. Eventually I came to some
kind of peace with that because I felt that was part of my job, to prioritize
and decide what was going to get attention and was not, and occasionally
to require more resources.’’ (IM)

3.2.

INTENSIVE DATA DESCRIPTION

Creating a legacy of well-designed and documented long-term experiments
and observations for use by future generations requires scientiﬁc data is
accompanied by contextual information that describes the data collections.
These descriptions are called metadata (data about data). There are two
dominant reasons for LTER intensive data description requirements. First,
small and highly diverse ecological data sets themselves present particular
challenges in terms of documentation (see Section 2.3.). Such variability
necessitates that contextual information for ecological data are carefully recorded starting with the data planning and subsequently with the actual data
taking and data curation. This is best carried out at the site level:
‘‘An unwritten rule is that each site manages their own data. Data are best
managed at a site by people who know them. That may or may not include
archival, as datasets grow and become unwieldy, to be able to store and
protect them. But their management, as far as quality control and assurance, and understanding the ways in which they were collected and the
sites that collected them. There is a real feeling at sites that the best place
for data is at sites.’’(IM)
Second, in the context of long-term collaborative research and open access to
data, the many ways in which data may be used and reused need to be
accounted for in the data descriptions.
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‘‘You have certain levels of metadata that you would describe. If someone
within the site was using it, they know a lot about the whole collection
system and the research system at the site. You can give them less metadata, just speciﬁc data about the actual dataset itself, you wouldn’t necessarily have to give them the broader view of the abstract and everything.
It is not as critical, but to somebody outside or for somebody 20 or
30 years down the road, then it’s going to be more and more critical that
this whole story unfold.’’ (IM)
The quote reveals the complex situation for data description brought about
by the temporal and spatial/geographical, institutional and interdisciplinary
distribution of the reuse situations, as well as by the diﬀerent, at least partially unknown, future user groups and their needs (cf. Markus, 2001). The
information managers are crucially aware of their role and responsibility in
making choices with respect to data stewardship and metadata description on
behalf of the current and future user communities (this is called communityproxy function by National Science Board, 2005).
Data description is an essential but also controversial issue in LTER
because the process of assigning metadata and otherwise documenting small,
observational data sets is highly time-consuming and labor-intensive (Gross
et al., 1995). Often overlooked is that methods for data description are the
subject of ongoing research (e.g. Birnholtz and Bietz, 2003; Chin and
Lansing, 2004). A rather consensually held view about metadata provision in
LTER (also in e.g. Lord and Macdonald, 2003; National Science Board,
2005) is that the data originators, i.e. the people who know most about the
data, its nature and the actual data taking, should also provide the metadata.
However, this is not yet always the prevalent cultural norm and actual
practice. In LTER information managers are responsible for data management, including the metadata issues: ‘‘We really need to promote mechanisms
for being able to get the data as well as getting the descriptive data, and the
metadata is really the most diﬃcult’’ (IM) and ‘‘you need to put a carrot on a
stick and to follow-up on that’’ (IM). This work includes raising awareness of
data, and educating investigators and students about the importance of data
management:
‘‘You need to convert them into thinking that putting data in our databank and on the web is something they really want to do. If they do not
have the mind set that they want to share the data, it is really diﬃcult to
make them do it. [...] It’s been a massive process of sort of education and
badgering, to get people to think that that is important.’’ (IM)
Information managers provide various mechanisms for metadata provision:
‘‘Information management has to be very ﬂexible. One ﬁxed method of doing
that is not enough. Giving more than one path to give the information is
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needed’’ (IM) and ‘‘The easier you can make it for them to put the metadata
in, the more success you can have’’ (IM). They oversee: ‘‘It’s a matter of
leading them through the process’’ (IM), and make available various kinds of
data management services: ‘‘We oﬀer them whatever systems and help that
will help them do that’’ (IM) as well as incentives: ‘‘You can develop the
information system to do quality assurance for them’’ (IM). And if these do
not work, information managers have developed work-arounds for gathering
metadata, for instance, one tells: ‘‘A lot of the documentation I end up
pulling out of the paper, methods and things that they are not going to give
me directly. I end up tapping other resources as much as I can.’’ (IM)
Furthermore, there are instances in which information managers are the
best people at their sites to provide metadata for datasets. For instance, some
sites have data managers work part time as ﬁeld technicians collecting the
‘‘corporate’’ or ‘‘core’’ data, who, hence, are able to develop both an intimate, local understanding of the data together with a deep knowledge and
concern with the handling of data. In other cases, long-term involvement
with particular data sets provides privileged knowledge about and appreciation for the data:
‘‘I have been there for a long time, and have developed all those systems that
deal with the climate data and particularly the stream system and stream
chemistry [...] we have had these stream ﬂow data, and our climate data, and
some of the survey data that we do from stream proﬁles, looking at changes
in the wood and the streams, and changes in just the substrate, like boulders
might get moved downstream and it changes the pool and ripple. These
have been going on for so long that none of the PIs are the ones that
originally started them. A PI may get assigned to the dataset[...]but he
doesn’t understand how it is processed or anything. So I end up doing all of
the maintenance, all of the metadata, I mean that dataset wouldn’t be a nice
long-term dataset if it wasn’t for the data manager’’. (IM)
Securing a ‘‘nice’’ long-term dataset by maintaining the data and writing the
metadata shows a profound understanding of the data, their ecological
context and connection with the studied domain as well as collection for
long-term research purposes. The discussion of domain scientists and the
information manager illustrates how well positioned the latter is to understand both the data with their connections to an actual domain and research,
and to the technology used in processing and archiving data. (Karasti and
Syrjänen, 2004.)
3.3.

JUDICIOUS, SITE-LEVEL TECHNOLOGY ALIGNMENTS

Information managers play active roles in how technology and data management concepts are introduced and sustained at sites: ‘‘Researchers are
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looking at the information manager for guidance. Information managers
need to be proactive and come up with their vision and plan for the site,
where the site is going and how it connects to the network information
management.’’ (IM) Information managers, responsible for adapting and
aligning new technologies and data management at their site, have to pay
special attention to existing site practices and technologies as well as available
funding possibilities.
As technologies are developed at increasing speeds, staying technologically
informed is an important aspect of an information managers’ work: ‘‘It is a
constant battle to keep up with things, to remain current in technology’’
(IM). Although staying technologically current is a major driver, other factors that relate to the long-term perspective underscore the merits of modest
and unadventurous approaches in site information management systems.
Information managers need to be able to understand the local research in
technology considerations because providing support for site science is the
initial, immediate, perennial responsibility of information management: ‘‘I
see it’s important that information management is driven by the research,
that information managers continue to come back to assessing whatever
projects they want to develop to whether it is really going to support the
research at the site’’ (IM). As technology is ultimately evaluated against its
value for ecological research, information managers are accustomed to
thinking about and designing technologies embedded within their social and
organizational contexts of scientiﬁc work and collaboration. Local
approaches may, therefore, have legitimate diﬀerences in their emphasis and
methods of technology development: some sites prefer to ‘‘keep it simple’’
(IM), some emphasize ‘‘data availability, data accessibility and possibilities
for exploration’’ (IM) and some go after ‘‘automating systems and experimenting with new technologies’’ (IM).
On one hand, incorporation of new capabilities to enhance data capture,
use and preservation always holds the potential for extra facilitation of
science. On the other hand, there is the concern for having in place a datasafe functional system, ‘‘a protecting cocoon’’ (IM), for maintaining the
integrity and availability of the long-term datasets. Judicious decisions
about technology procurement are inﬂuenced by the features of high reliability, easy maintainability, and low risk for long-term data management.
An information manager’s foremost concern in aligning developing technologies with existing technologies and practices is to minimize disturbance
of ongoing data archival and use followed by interest in optimizing longterm data re-use: ‘‘The experience we have had with several of our things
[...] the issue isn’t how you do it, it’s how do you maintain it and how do
you make it so that it is easily maintainable’’ (IM).
In balancing the tension between the speed of technological change and the
work of data care, an information manager is required: ‘‘to do long range
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planning when new technologies can be placed in, look for the windows of
opportunity for proposals for major upgrades for technological infrastructure’’ (IM). The evaluation process that places research sites under scrutiny
periodically sets a timeframe for some technological updates: ‘‘We manage to
update web pages every 3 years, for review and proposal. We are on this
cycle, and we end up putting a lot of energy into updating.’’ (IM) However,
transitions of a larger magnitude occur less often, and the persistence of
technological change prompts cautious thinking and careful balancing of
options: ‘‘Having the investment in [current technology], it is not so bad yet
that I would want to go and rewrite all my interfaces’’ (IM) and ‘‘We are
transitioning our whole design, we are really facing a lot ... then it stabilizes
again. Every so often things need to migrate, the technology changes so
much.’’ (IM) Alignment becomes increasingly complicated as legacies grow
because interdependencies between data, technologies, organizational, and
institutional practices grow. These ongoing and judicious technology procurement and implementation processes produce ‘‘a kind of archaeological
layering of artifacts acquired, in bits and pieces, over time’’ (Suchman et al.,
1999). Infrastructures are embedded into and inside other structures, social
arrangements and technologies (Star and Ruhleder, 1996).
Within the LTER network information managers are often seen as the
proponents of technology despite their rather unadventurous, ‘‘feet on the
ground’’ technology approaches: ‘‘The information management community
in LTER has been extremely proactive, and very responsive to demands not
only at the site but, in fact, extraordinarily responsive at the network level’’
(S). Information managers themselves see that their proactive role with
technological infrastructure is ‘‘really pivotal in leading the community in
recognizing the value of information technology and information management’’ (IM). Some of this tension relates to the necessarily diﬀerent points of
view of the role and phase of technological development.
3.4.

COLLABORATIVE INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE WORK

Anchored by the realities and needs of their sites, information managers have
created a network level forum, the LTER information managers’ committee
that forms their ‘‘community of practice’’ (Lave and Wenger, 1991). Information managers bring with them to their network level activities comprehension for local settings and appreciation for the diversity of local
infrastructures: ‘‘One critical thing to the success of the information managers’ group has been the recognition that there are legitimate reasons for
some diﬀerences between site systems. [...] In terms of the IM group, you
accept also views diﬀerent from your own’’ (IM) and ‘‘There is a variety of
approaches among sites, and there is strength in diversity’’ (IM). In addition,
information managers share interests in technology and data issues that cross
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geographical and ecosystem bounds: ‘‘The network is not that cohesive as far
as science goes, every site is independent. [...] It is really the information
managers that have created a network framework because there is a sort of a
synergy of interests for us.’’ (IM) Information managers are united by ‘‘really
believing in what we do’’ (IM) for long-term data in long-term science context and pride for the group: ‘‘We are an incredible asset to the whole LTER
program’’ (IM). Furthermore, the network level venue provides information
managers a special point of view to gain an understanding of the LTER
network level activities and an arena where information manager’s voices can
develop: ‘‘We have made a greater impact as a group’’ (IM).
Awareness of the long-term provides an opportunity to develop a community with continuity:
‘‘The long-term has the advantage that you know that you are going to
come back to things. If a thread slows down or is dropped, down the road
you can pick up that thread. You will readdress something the next day,
week or year. You are always related, aﬃliated, associated. LTER has that
continuity.’’ (IM)
Continuity creates the conﬁdence within the community needed to be able to
interact regularly: ‘‘not having to rebuild every time, we have created trust’’
(IM) and maintain reciprocity: ‘‘It is good to see how other sites are doing
things, either as a contrast or as an idea to improve’’ (IM). It provides a
reliable place for sharing: ‘‘It is safe to say things that demonstrate examples
of where people have not been as successful, or disappointments. As soon as
you are able to do that in a group, there is a bonding that occurs’’ (IM).
Information managers gain knowledge together: ‘‘LTER information managers have taken the time that fosters an integrative, sustainable approach
with technology, ensuring that we learn together. [...] It’s all like being
mentored by the overall group’’ (IM).
This network level community oﬀers an arena for collaborative information infrastructure work. Information managers have created approaches for
jointly designing shared infrastructures that rely upon on the inherent
characteristics of the networked organization (see also Karasti and Baker,
2004). One of them draws on the technological diversity engendered by the
network sites that can be used for sharing ideas and learning from each
other’s experiences. One information manager describes this federated way of
using local heterogeneity to the advantage of the network as a ‘‘cherrypicking octopus’’:
‘‘One of the advantages with 26 sites is that there is always someone
doing a major upgrading: they’re out there looking for the solution that
would work the best, they might ﬁnd the solution through information
managers’ meetings, word of mouth, DataBits [LTER information
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managers’ network newsletter], and it may also solve my problem
(Boom!) I spend a fair amount of time looking around what is going on
within the network. I learn a lot by looking at other LTER sites. If I see
they are doing something neat, I’ll try to ﬁnd out how they did it.
Cherries are the good pieces of software and there are 26 opportunities to
ﬁnd good ways. It needs to be an octopus as they need to be connected.’’
(IM)
This quote illustrates how the information managers’ community welcomes
and is willing to consider all potential discoveries of technologies suitable for
the ecological research domain. It also demonstrates how the technological
heterogeneity at site level is not only allowed for, but that it has been turned
into a common resource of proved technology experiences through courses of
network wide selection processes where each site is a ‘‘laboratory’’ with its
local speciﬁcities. And importantly, it showcases a principle that is widely
recognized within the LTER: ‘‘You can have a lot of the good ideas come
from the bottom and work out, not top-down’’ (IM).
In LTER information management ‘‘a lot of the bottom-up characteristics
are important’’ and therefore it has become of utmost importance to be able
‘‘to deal with heterogeneity not by limiting it but by dealing with it’’ (IM).
The following two examples illustrate how information managers develop
information infrastructure through a common struggle with diversity and
consensus, how they take into consideration the local level and account for
the legitimate diﬀerences between sites in the development of technologies as
well as network solutions and standards. First, the LTER tradition of
‘‘prototyping into consensus’’ is based on the idea of the snowball model of
incremental participation. In practice it means that each module eﬀort, e.g. a
queriable all-site climate database or the conceptual design of a Network
Information System, is led by an interested information manager who
coordinates design, presentation, and communications with the LTER
community throughout development and implementation. Interested sites are
frequently recruited to serve as test users so the module becomes a ‘‘boundary
object’’ (Star and Griesemer, 1989) that is shared and discussed, redesigned
and modiﬁed. Although only a few sites may participate originally, discussions during presentations or break out groups at annual meetings elicit the
voices of the larger community in which all participants as decision-makers
directly inﬂuence design.
The second example illustrates a typical LTER information managers’
group approach to developing guidelines and consent approaches that outline
a minimum set of requirements. It draws in the larger LTER community for
decision-making and agreement forming on a policy that has been jointly
developed over time and engenders ﬂexibility and openness to accommodate
the variety of sites.
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‘‘In IM meetings we brainstormed some basic principles for information
management policies. We took that to the CC [LTER Coordinating
Committee] and they appointed an ad-hoc committee, which in some cases
consisted of people who were most recalcitrant about these things. They
made some changes, even strengthening some points what we had suggested. The basic principles were rather attractive: scientiﬁc data should be
shared for the good of all and it should be available in a timely fashion,
people should get credit when their data is used. [...] We did not come up
with the LTER wide information policy; we would have ended up in
endless discussions. We published guidelines for individual site information management.’’ (IM)
LTER information manager’s collaborative information infrastructure work,
as illustrated by the above examples, shows an enduring, tentative and open
relationship between infrastructure and the conventions of a community of
practice (cf. Star and Bowker, 2002). Recently, the adoption of the concept of
the ecological metadata language (EML) standard has both prompted outside the LTER network collaborations and intensiﬁed the challenges for
being able to account for diversity and ﬂexibility in the processes of metadata
standards work.
3.5.

METADATA STANDARDS WORK

The need for data documentation is accepted in LTER as we have described
above due to the nature of ecological data, the way it is collected and the
extremely complex (re)use situations (see Section 2.3.). Metadata has a crucial role in this: ‘‘Metadata is really unlike anything that has been done in
ecology, and it does preserve datasets over time. The network has had a great
inﬂuence, pushing forward a standardized approach to collecting metadata.’’
(IM) LTER information managers have a long history of exploring data
documentation issues: ‘‘A major emphasis of the information managers’
group since about 1990 has been on documentation. They call it now
metadata, we called it then data documentation. [...] The network has had a
great inﬂuence in pushing forward a standardized approach – not standards –
to collecting metadata.’’ (IM) Information managers initially promoted
standardized approaches to collecting metadata, not actual standards. They
have gained an exceptional understanding of metadata related issues and
practices from the point of view of long-term research and maintenance of
data and information infrastructure. Information managers are critically
aware of limitations with metadata approaches, for instance, about losing the
layer of informal description for short-lived, non-scientiﬁc narrative data
when scientiﬁc data are stored with only formal metadata: ‘‘We are ﬁnding
now that the structured metadata is much more useful in terms of producing
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machine readable information, but the narrative often times contains more
information’’ (IM) and needing additional informal description:
‘‘If people feed us back information about a dataset we put it into the
database, then other people can read what they have said about that
dataset. Some of these people in the past have given us really comprehensive reviews of the data, it’s like wow, this should be part of the data, I
did not know that. I’ve not had time to analyze it, so if someone takes the
time to analyze it, especially an outside person, a PI might tend to do some
corrections or what ever, but someone outside really sees it objectively: this
does not match, this does not make sense.’’ (IM)
‘‘The data manager knows a lot about what really are the good and bad
aspects of the data because we have handled it, we know what works and
what does not. That should be part of the metadata. Because ultimately if
you don’t write those things down, they are going to get lost. It’s stuﬀ that
is more valuable than a lot of this other descriptive information about a
dataset. I mean in terms of a real quality ‘gut feeling’ of how good it is, like
a ‘subjective quality indicator’ of some sort.’’ (IM)
The information managers recognize that ﬁnding more elegant ways to share
contextual information is a much harder problem (cf. Birnholtz and Bietz,
2003; Chin and Lansing, 2004).
Currently LTER information managers are engaged in locally enacting the
Ecological Metadata Language (EML). They are excited about the new
potential though there are site level activities to consider. They see the major
information infrastructure redesign: ‘‘You have changing technology, you
have expanding metadata content, and that leads to this redesign of this
massive schema’’ (IM) and recognize the potential pitfalls between comprehensive descriptions and long-term maintenance: ‘‘New metadata standard
requires extensions, for instance methodologies to be deﬁned to the level of
attributes. This is very diﬃcult to maintain, very comprehensive. I like it but I
am worried – it’s hard to keep it up to date.’’ (IM)
The story unfolding with respect to the EML provides an example of
recognizing the need for generic or network standards while taking into
account local or site needs and practices. From the outside developer’s perspective, the EML standard is successful because it has been endorsed and
adopted into practice by the LTER information managers as well as by other
groups within the ecological community. From the LTER information
manager point of view – an enactor’s perspective – EML may be said to be a
work in progress since it requires continuing local re-development (Millerand
and Bowker, personal communication, 2006). As with other technologies, it
requires integration with existing infrastructure. Although mediating tools
for EML have been designed and deployed, an array of data issues has
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emerged where local practices need to be articulated in response to proposed
technological solutions. While standards are valuable in establishing a
commonality of methods, formats, and semantic content, it is the process of
creating standards that is informed by practice and a likely determining
factor of success of whether a deployed or adopted standard is enacted in
practice (ibid.). Indeed, when viewed as an interoperability strategy (Baker
et al., 2005), the standard has successfully engendered dialogue, development, and design while prompting new forms of technical commitment,
community involvement and organizational restructuring.
4. Discussion
Issues of long-term and continuity foreground themselves persistently in
our analysis of the data stewardship practices and approaches in LTER.
Long-term perspective is scarce both in CSCW and e-Science. Temporal
and spatial aspects of collaboration and its technological support have been
central to CSCW research since its early days, i.e. the variations of same–
diﬀerent and time–place (Johansen, 1988). However, CSCW research and
technology development has had marked emphasis on the short-term, on
real-time co-located circumstances. With the exception of Kaplan and
Seebeck (2001) who discuss the crucial role of time in complex systems, we
are not aware of any studies of collaboration over particularly extended
time periods in the ﬁeld of CSCW. Similarly, short-term emphasis is more
typical in e-Science. For instance, research on contemporary digital communities that span distances electronically are being explored today through
the lens of ‘‘collaboratories without walls’’ (Finholt and Olson, 1997) and
scientiﬁc ‘‘virtual laboratories’’ (Sonnenwald, 2003); these terms echo an
emphasis on the short-term. However, awareness has been forming within
the emerging ﬁeld of data curation in e-Science that more consideration for
the long-term or long-lived aspects of data are needed (Lord and Macdonald, 2003; National Science Board, 2005). Such an emphasis approach
was a foundational feature in the LTER as evidenced by the use of ‘‘longterm’’ within the program name itself. Table IV juxtaposes short-term and
long-term perspectives as a prompt to considering the features and inﬂuences of the diﬀering scientiﬁc timeframes.
We suggest that e-Science is likely to be confronted with demanding issues
of long-term and continuity, particularly as related to data curation issues.
One important indication of this is that the estimates on the proportion of
dynamic versus static data sets are surprisingly high (Lord and Macdonald,
2003, p. 34); in fact, many data collections and most databases are
dynamic. According to Lord and Macdonald the two categories have
diﬀerent management needs so that dynamic data sets that have long
active periods also require continuous curation activities (ibid.). An
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Table IV. Scientiﬁc timeframes and their features
Short-term perspective

Long-term perspective

Technology solution driven
Digital maintainability
Data deluge concerns
Data grid structures
Metadata enactment
Data curation procedures

Science inquiry driven
Data sustainability
Data sharing concerns
Information infrastructure arrangements
Data description development
Data stewardship practices

important observation here is that dynamic data sets and their curation
have not achieved adequate attention by research communities, partly due
to the current emphases in e-Science Grid and Cyberinfrastructure funding (cf. Buneman et al., 2005).
In addition to the static and dynamic data set categories proposed by Lord
and Macdonald (2003), we suggest that another important dimension is the
diﬀerent ways of collecting data, namely manual and automated collection
(see Section 2.3.). An illustrative example of their divergence is the diﬀerent
meanings given to the term ‘‘data-intensive’’. In e-Science literature it refers
to quantity, that is automated data collection and data deluge (e.g. Newman
et al., 2003; Hey and Trefethen, 2003; Lord et al., 2004; Gray et al., 2005),
whereas in ecology, it refers to a process of manual data taking of small,
heterogeneous data sets or their intense contextualization and analysis. There
is little focus on the so-called ‘‘pre ingest’’ activities surrounding data creation in e-Science (Lord and Macdonald, 2003); data collection is subsumed
into the data life cycle which is attended to through ‘‘comprehensive
metadata-enabled scientiﬁc workﬂow systems’’ (Michener, 2006, p. 5). The
objective of these systems is to create environments ‘‘whereby most routine
data processing steps including data discovery and ingestion, data transformation steps, quality assurance and quality control, as well as many analyses
can be largely automated’’ and each step of the workﬂow is ‘‘accompanied by
the automated capture and encoding of relevant metadata’’ (ibid. pp. 5–6).
This implies a mode of data collection and science conduct with associated
data curation needs that are profoundly diﬀerent from the ones prevalent in
LTER today.
Manual data taking has ﬂexibility to a certain degree for emergent elements
during data gathering and allows for analysis of the data to begin already in
the ﬁeld or laboratory. Furthermore, manual data taking is inherently a
question of data collector and their understanding and relationship with the
instrument and the ecological site in which data is collected (Karasti and
Syrjänen, 2004). Zimmerman found in her study of the reuse of ecological data
that the informal knowledge, the ‘‘sense’’ for data, that ecologists acquire as
collectors of their own data in the ﬁeld or laboratory, plays the most important
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role also in their use of data collected by someone else because it helps them to
understand and to assess the data (Zimmerman, 2003, pp. 211–212). Thus
changes in the way data is collected are not simply a question of data gathering, but have implications to the complex relations data have with how
science has been carried out in practice (cf. Lamb and Davidson, 2005). Several
e-Science reports repeat that today’s curatorial processes in data intensive
ﬁelds of research are labor intensive, and put forward the need to evaluate,
redesign and automate them (e.g. Hedstrom, 2003). Pushing forward with
automated approaches (e.g. OECD Global Science Forum report, 2005),
presents a potential danger of marginalizing other approaches. The point we
want to raise here is that in ﬁelds with traditions of manual data taking, we
should study carefully what is at stake in existing practices.
The prevalent view of data curation in e-Science is motivated by the
‘‘digital obsolescence’’ problem, i.e. data in digital form are vulnerable to
technological obsolescence and inﬂuenced by the Open Archival Information
System standard (CCSDS 650.0-B-1, 2002) in that data curation is related to
the movement of digital content across multiple generations of technological
media (see e.g. Lord and Macdonald, 2003; National Science Board, 2005).
Adaptation to technology transitions is formulated in terms of methods, such
as migration, emulation and formal descriptions, to preserve content
(information) and systems (applications) behaviors over time as successive
hardware and software technologies become superseded (Lord and Macdonald, 2003, p. 30). Thus the view of data curation in e-Science is technology driven. LTER network, in turn, sheltered by the exceptionally long
and continuous periods of research funding, has been in a privileged position
to explore a more science-driven approach to data stewardship that recognizes the complexly relational nature of data in their environments of both
scientiﬁc, organizational and technological change, and involves socio-technical infrastructure work. Furthermore, the LTER example showcases and
pushes us to consider how science, data and infrastructure ‘‘grow’’ together
(Fischer and Ostwald, 2002).
In LTER, technology change is intimately intertwined with the changes
going on in ecological research that – like all scientiﬁc enterprises – continuously reformulates and identiﬁes new questions (Pickett et al., 1999; O’Day
et al., 2001). Though change is ongoing, it is not necessarily a simple incremental process, nor a wholesale displacement and transformation (cf. Fischer
et al., 2004). First, there is the concern for having in place a data-safe,
functional infrastructure for maintaining the integrity and availability of the
long-term datasets. Second, the incorporation of new capabilities into the
infrastructure for enhancing data’s capture, use and preservation holds the
potential for synergistic facilitation of science and its changing practices and
needs. Third, though reuse of data already takes place in certain forms, for
instance, by data modelers and through LTER’s third decade synthesis
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eﬀorts, all of the potential reuses or types of reusers are not known and
realistically cannot be anticipated. These are brought together in focused
attempts to take advantage of major advances in technological infrastructures that are interposed by interludes of more stability (cf. Hanseth et al.,
1996). Similarly, in relation to large evolving systems and information
repositories, Fischer and collaborators have proposed ‘‘systems that evolve
over a sustained time span must continually alternate between periods of
activity, unplanned evolution, and periods of deliberate (re)structuring and
enhancement.’’ (Fischer et al., 2004, p. 36) Therefore, change in the LTER is
informed by enduring, tentative and open interaction between understandings based on the knowledge within the long-term domain of practice, in the
experience of using and having developed existing tools, methods and technologies, and in the ‘‘leaps of faith inspired by imagination’’ (Suchman, 2000)
in envisioning new technologies. In their work to ensure the longevity and
continuity of the network’s data and infrastructure, LTER information
managers provide support for rapidly developing technology, data requiring
continuous ‘‘slow time’’ care, and science having to cope with short-term
evaluation cycles of scientiﬁc merit and long-term motive (for more see
Karasti and Baker, 2004). In balancing between varying time scales and
drivers, LTER information managers exemplify how critical it is to integrate
these elements in the infrastructure for long-term ecological science in an
ongoing manner. In fact, it can be said that to achieve continuity (which is
the aim) they need to seriously engage in the continuous work of balancing
(which is the method) the diﬀerent temporal scopes.
Another aspect critical to data stewardship that the LTER information
managers have grown accustomed to dealing with through the method of
balancing relates to local heterogeneities and global standards, a topic that is
well-recognized in design literature that draws from social studies of science
and technology (e.g. Star and Ruhleder, 1996; Rolland and Monteiro, 2002;
Rolland et al., 2006). The approach information managers have taken prioritizes the provision of the ‘‘protecting cocoon’’ for locally curated data sets,
inﬂuenced by the long-term science perspective and understanding of the
nature of ecological data. Being as stringent and meticulous as practically
possible with the very foundation of securing data sets’ long-term continuity,
acceptance and tolerance for heterogeneities and fragmentation is exercised
with regard to other aspects of the information infrastructure, such as local
practices with data and choices with technology. In their approach to
addressing the tension between local heterogeneities and global standards
collaboratively developing common technologies and standards on the
network level (and beyond), LTER information managers are closely aligned
with views that put forward the need to strike a balance between sensitivity to
local contexts and the need to standardize across contexts in relation to
infrastructural information systems in large-scale distributed settings of
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collaboration (Rolland and Monteiro, 2002). A number of studies portray
the articulation work needed in balancing the local–global relation from the
point of view of the local communities adapting to a global standard or
information system (e.g. Star and Ruhleder, 1996, Rolland and Monteiro,
2002, Rolland et al., 2006). In the LTER case, information managers are able
to address the divides and boundaries of the local–global tension already in
their collaborative activities of developing shared technologies and standards. They have explicitly ‘‘designed ﬂexibility’’ (cf. Rolland and Monteiro,
2002) into the co-constructed socio-technical constituents of information
infrastructures, such as the consensually agreed upon sets of best practices or
guidelines, the so-called ‘‘minimum criterion’’ that leave room for sites’
legitimate reasons for diﬀerences in technologies and approaches, and the
Ecological Metadata Language (EML) standard and associated software
tools. Furthermore, LTER information managers have actually turned the
heterogeneous local data and technology experiences into a shared resource
and have found ways to work with them collaboratively on more general
levels, as exempliﬁed by the courses of network wide processes, such the ones
named ‘‘cherry picking octopus’’ and ‘‘prototyping into consensus’’, where
each site acts as a laboratory with its local speciﬁcities.
LTER information managers continue to evolve various social arrangements in which to account for the fragmentation and multiple divides within
the participants’ worlds (scientiﬁc, technical, organizational, social and natural) as well as the interdependences of ongoing processes. They rely on
‘‘multi-voicedness’’ (e.g. Greenbaum and Kyng, 1991; Schuler and Namioka,
1993) and ‘‘partial translations’’ (Suchman, 2000) as social safeguards for
ﬂexibility and openness in their integration eﬀorts of infrastructure processes.
Furthermore, information managers themselves provide an essential, ﬂexibility-engendering element that is an integral part of their ‘‘generalist’’ role.
As part of their versatile tasks and responsibilities at the site level, information managers become embedded in various ensembles and activities as
well as cross boundaries between the traditional divides of use, maintenance
and design (cf. Sandusky, 2003). At the same time, on the network level
community of practice, information managers have a possibility to develop
the expert/specialist aspects of their role at a federated scale in conjunction
with the locally grounded work and routine day-to-day practices. The fruitful
setting – in essence a learning environment within the LTER network –
mixes, though not without struggle, bottom-up, cross-site, beyond the network with top-down cross-fertilization – an advantageous position that gives
the information managers the grounded understanding required to integrate
the fragmented nature of the ever-evolving and to-be-balanced information
infrastructure in a ﬂexible, continuous manner.
The role of LTER information managers has been formed in close relationship with the research elements it supports within the shelter of a long-
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term science community. Elements of their LTER data stewardship were
described in Sections 2 and 3 and are summarized in Table V. The information manager community is characterized by their ﬁrst-hand understanding of science, data and technology in the LTER context (Karasti and
Baker, 2004), and above all long-term vision that pervades – so integrates
over and between – all aspects of their work. Their role has been essential in
promoting long-term continuity of data, as they have been diligent in data
stewardship as well as thoughtful proponents of data sharing and information technologies, understanding at the same time both the local speciﬁcities
and the lags in immediate results as the scientiﬁc needs and conceptual
understandings of the data and its use from multiple perspectives mature. In
comparison to the ‘‘curator’’ role proposed by Lord and Macdonald which
expands the view of curation from archiving and keeping inventory to
embracing ‘‘the care of the record within scientiﬁc context and environment’’
(Lord and Macdonald, 2003, pp. 44–59), information managers in LTER
have even a more comprehensive role as their responsibilities also include
standards and information infrastructure work. In fact, their role and variety
of responsibilities come closer to the combined categories of ‘‘data managers’’ and ‘‘data scientists’’ put forward by the National Science Board report
(2005, pp. 26–27) of which the latter is very broad indeed having emphasis on
creativity and intellectual contributions while the former portrays a more
traditional data manager position. LTER information managers have versatile backgrounds and often have no clear career path. They typically have
formal education in ecology or other science domains rather than in computer science or related ﬁelds, thus diﬀering from computer scientists and IT
Table V. LTER data stewardship in practice
Element

In practice

Data heterogeneity

‘‘In general you are struggling with the diversity of diﬀerent types
of data.’’ (IM)
‘‘The QA is a big issue, in terms of like curatorship.’’ (IM)
‘‘... they [scientists] realize that it will probably take 20 or 30%
more time.’’ (S)
‘‘This was a new expectation, not just that data was managed
well and documented but to be made readily available.’’ (IM)
‘‘The network has had a great inﬂuence, pushing forward a
standardized approach to collecting metadata.’’ (IM)
‘‘... the issue isn’t how you do it, it’s how do you maintain it and
how do you make it so that it is easily maintainable.’’ (IM)
‘‘And they [scientists] simply don’t appreciate the time and the
energy and the eﬀort required just to do the nuts and bolts
maintenance.’’ (S)
‘‘It’s been a massive process of sort of education and
badgering...’’ (IM)

Data quality
Data description
Open data sharing
Data standards
Technology
sustainability
Information
infrastructure
Learning
environment
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specialists. Nevertheless, an important part of their work is technological
infrastructure work. Their role bears similarities to those described as
appropriators (Pipek, 2005) and local designers (Kanstrup, 2005) with the
distinction that all their work is rooted in and shaped by notions of data
stewardship. In fact, the pronounced intertwinedness of science–data–technology trajectories may be representative of data stewardship work in
general.
Developing information infrastructure often is regarded predominantly as
a technical endeavor. This tradition is continued in the case of e-Science
where ‘‘data grids’’ are built as data management architectures, specially
geared towards satisfying the combined needs of large data sets, geographic
distribution of users and resources as well as computationally intensive
analysis (Chervenak et al., 1999). In CSCW a substantial portion of studies
has focused on singular applications; only a fraction of research has been
directed to integrated information systems or infrastructure across heterogeneous contexts. The notion of infrastructure by Star and Ruhleder (1996)
recognizes the extended temporal underpinnings involved in long-term ecological research and the extended temporal scope of the ongoing, longitudinal
development eﬀorts. Furthermore, it allows analysis to be sensitized towards
multi-relational understanding of the socio-technical–historical embeddedness, the transparent and taken-for-granted nature of infrastructures, and the
related local–global processes of an installed base and embodiment of conﬂicting standards.
There are powerful and potentially highly relevant lines of research and
conceptual work ongoing in CSCW which, however, would beneﬁt from
further development towards the long-term perspective and towards data and
technology activities of more perennial nature, such as design-in-use, maintenance and sustainable development, in order to be amenable to ongoing
conceptual work in relation to data stewardship. For instance, the potentially
promising CSCW concept of organizational memory has recently gone
through an overhaul from ‘‘only a few uses centered around particular
technologies’’ to further develop towards considering organizational memory
both as ‘‘object’’ and ‘‘process’’ (Ackerman and Halverson, 2004). Another
example is the concept of common information space (CIS) that, after a
period of research on more short-term aspects, has in recent years been
explored in terms of the original direction to study ‘‘CSCW systems ‘on the
large’’’ (Schmidt and Bannon, 1992) and expanded with regard to large-scale
collaborations (Bertelsen and Bødker, 2001). Along another line of CIS
research drawing on the more recent developments in social studies of science
and technology, CIS has been further developed conceptually to deal with the
fragmentation and imperfection endogenous to largely distributed contexts
(Rolland et al., 2006). There is a related move in the database community to
consider ‘‘dataspaces’’ that provide room for coexistent heterogeneity and
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allow for change (Franklin et al., 2005). Such approaches are remarkable in
that they open up and serve well the disintegration and (re)integration aspects of data in heterogeneous settings from the use and management points
of view. From a long-term perspective arises the kinds of elements innate to
certain aspects of LTER data stewardship work, such as the ongoing performance of infrastructure sustenance concurrent with ensuring the continuity of dataset care. Such a mix of activities and approaches appears
common to stewardship work in general, thus analogous to some of the ideas
put forward in relation to nursing the chronically ill patients (Strauss, 1975;
Strauss et al., 1985) and to considering how architectural memory resides in
‘‘how buildings learn’’ (Brand, 1994).
5. Conclusions
The vision of e-Science includes the potential to both generate and share data
through technologies of automated data collection and large-scale resource
sharing networks in ways not previously possible in science. While the idea of
open access to publicly funded research data is an admirable one, it is also an
unresolved concept in practice and poses unprecedented challenges to the
actual conduct of science, curation of good quality data, and understanding
of long-term stewardship. The challenges involved from the scientists’ perspective are not limited to providing proper documentation of the data
(which in itself is a contested terrain!) that makes data available and intelligible for more intensive collaborations, the data challenges are profound
and pervasive with respect to ‘‘doing science’’ in practice. For instance, an eScience including only automated data collection would change the very
underpinnings of endogenous science-in-the-making kinds of activities
common in ecology, and other disciplines with intensive data taking in the
ﬁeld or laboratory. This includes scientists’ close relationships with the
physical site and the processes of hands-on data taking tightly coupled with
the courses of analysis and hypothesis formulation that occur before, during,
and after work in the ﬁeld. Thus the lesson to be learned is to investigate
carefully new e-Science technological potentials within their complex environments of science conduct (cf. Jirotka et al., 2005).
Given the multiple work settings and varied uses of data, it is essential to
consider thoroughly from the beginning and over time the topic and problematics of data curation. In so doing e-Science would be able to foreground
the often invisible work carried out in traditional science practice that has
remained backstage in planning of data federation and information systems.
However, understandings of data curation are necessarily emergent at this
stage. Our case, through an ethnographic study of the actual practices of a
pioneering data gathering and sharing eﬀort in ecology, with more than
20 years of experience in data stewardship, is providing insights and under-
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standings of the complexities and balances involved in data stewardship in
one particular long-term program. We hope to raise some fundamental
questions about the relationship between the actual work practices of data
stewardship and the e-Science vision of data curating and sharing as well as
to enrich the prevalent understanding of data curation.
For instance, with regard to increasingly automated data collection, there
is the question of whether it represents a transition from or rather an augmentation of ongoing manual techniques. This cannot necessarily be known
in advance and may require complex negotiations and alignments between
related areas over extended periods of time to ﬁnd the suitable combinations,
conﬁgurations and emphases. While intimate relationships and intertwined
change processes between science, data and technology are an established
practice in LTER, the relationships between data curation, grid enabled
technologies and e-Science environments seem unarticulated with development in each proceeding in a somewhat detached manner. To give an
example, while there is a budding awareness of long-term concerns related to
data curation in e-Science, the issue of technological long-term sustainability
has been given limited consideration. Furthermore, whereas the LTER case
study emphasizes the embedded position of data stewardship in the local
science environments and illustrates how LTER information managers as
practitioners of data managing and information infrastructuring have provided a solid and dependable foundation for addressing, evaluating and
promoting technological visions in their particular contexts of science conduct, e-Science literature relates data curation to generic curation models and
to large centralized facilities, such as data curation centers, that are removed
from the actual conduct of science. Though the LTER community approach
has not produced immediate or generic ‘‘solutions’’ to data management and
federation, the networking of sites has generated broad ranging dialogue,
much needed problem deﬁnition, valuable working solutions and technology
arrangements, and new engagements with scientists. These arrangement have
created a general ‘‘information management preparedness’’ and a ‘‘data
stewardship awareness’’.
We suggest that the view of data curation in e-Science could be enriched by
more accurate understandings of and closer connections with ongoing, situated data curation and stewardship practices in various settings of scientiﬁc
collaboration. Attention directed to studying the concrete ways of conducting science, curating data and the complicated relations of data in their
environments of scientiﬁc (re)use and curation/management holds the potential of providing more consistent understandings of existing and emerging
data curation and stewardship practices. e-Science data curation would also
beneﬁt from involving science communities at the ground level from the
beginning, for instance, by establishing mutually fruitful collaborative partnerships with such communities. In recognition of the view that partnerships
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are highly valuable in developing e-Science technologies and solutions, the
ideal position and experience of embedded information managers can be used
to mediate between domain scientists and e-Science technology developers.
Curation and stewardship both focus on the data but have diﬀerent views
about the nature of data, their life cycles and relations with their
environments of science conduct. As portrayed in e-Science literature data
curation in organizing and overseeing data holdings deals with guidelines
and procedures for data ingestion, archive, and delivery. Data stewardship
as practiced in LTER provides a large conceptual framework, an overarching process occurring now but attending to the past and taking into
account and inﬂuencing the future, stretching from data planning to sampling, from data archive to use and reuse – including both data care and
information infrastructure work. Such work involves data deﬁnitions, data
requirements, and quality assurance as well as user feedback, redesign, and
data exchange.
A decade of LTER conceptual work and ﬁeld observations culminated in
an articulation of the concept of ‘‘the invisible present’’ (Magnuson, 1990)
capturing the notion of the past being present through slow processes and
lagged results that have shaped today’s ecosystems: ‘‘The invisible present is
the time scale within which our responsibilities for planet earth are most
evident. Within this time scale, ecosystems change during our lifetimes...’’
(Magnuson, 1990, p. 495). The phrase ‘‘the invisible present’’ also succeeds in
conveying how time-series data bring the past forward to the present, a kind
of telescoping of time. In a similar manner, the present projects into the
future and thus engenders responsibilities and challenges for data stewardship. How do we handle the intertwined nature of past, present, and future as
recorded by data records? The multiple dimensions of long-term time require
sensitivity to care, continuity and competence while demanding a fuller
understanding of the multiple dimensions of infrastructure.
Creating an acknowledgement of and a sensitivity to the long-term requires
procedures, mechanisms and strategies be continually articulated and
responsively designed and deployed. In terms of ‘‘care’’, methods are required to raise awareness of the recurring work of balancing, aligning and
negotiating. Data care manifests itself in tending to community resources
while ‘‘continuity’’ provides resilience for handling long-term data sets in
dynamic research environments. It provides possibilities for developing an
understanding of and attending to unavoidable tensions and conﬂicts whether in balancing multiple timeframes or local–global options. Where an
informed ‘‘competence’’ is needed, roles are emerging: professionals whether
designated information managers, data curators, or data scientists are
working along side domain scientists/researchers and technicians. The work
of tying together represents an expanded notion of information infrastructure
that includes community processes that support the ﬂow of data through
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local, community, and global arenas – the processes of data care, continuity,
and competence over the long-term.
While e-Science and CSCW are synergistic in that they share similar research interests in technologically mediated scientiﬁc collaborations and they
have complementary areas of expertise, they both lack an understanding of
the long-term perspective and the multiplicity of temporal scales. With the
pervasive call to meet short-term science needs, there is an ever-present
danger that the long-term perspective will remain marginalized. Therefore we
encourage research eﬀorts on all fronts that explore further what is at stake
with the long-term perspective.
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